Citation searching exercises

Explore information networks based on known node, a “pearl paper”, to find more information within your subject. Use a specific publication (preferably a research article), for example something from your supervisor’s publication list that is close to your own work.

Your pearl publication:
Author:
Title:
Year:
Host publication:

1) References
   a) Find your pearl publication in full text. Select a reference from the bibliography that feels relevant to your work:

       Author:
       Title:
       Year:
       Host publication:

   b) Is this publication available through your library? Free online?

2) Citing publications
   a) Find the pearl paper in one or more citation databases (Scopus, WoS, Google Scholar). From the lists of citing publications, select one that feels relevant to your work:

       Author:
       Title:
       Year:
       Host publication:

3) Author connections
   a) Find the Scopus page of the first author of your pearl paper. Who does the first author collaborate with most frequently?

       Name:

   b) Look at the publication list for the above researcher. Select a publication that feels relevant to your work:

       Author:
       Title:
       Year:
       Host publication:
4) **Host publication**

a) Look up the webpage for the journal or conference of the pearl publication. Browse through the archive, is there any other publication there that seem relevant to your work?:

Author:
Title:
Year:
Host publication: